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1. Project Description 
1.1. Purpose/Goal 

 The goal of this project is to design a collision avoidance system (CAS) for small Unmanned Aerial 

Systems (sUAS) (< 2 lbs) which can detect a beacon mounted on a single, simulated, low-speed (100 m/s) propeller-

driven aircraft flying straight and level and can interrupt the sUAS autopilot in order to evade the aircraft’s set flight 

path, all in uncontrolled airspace over remote terrain. 

 

1.2. Objective and Levels of Success 

 Success for sUAS CAS development will be judged based on a tiered structure of verifiable expectations 

which center on increased completion of functional project requirements. Specifically, sUAS CAS success will be 

judged against success levels as presented in Table 1 which will be validated with lab testing at the lowest level and 

flight testing at the highest. The sUAS CAS levels of success derive directly from customer functional requirements 

for the system and level 1 represents the lowest level of system functionality which will be deemed successful while 

level 3 represents fulfillment of all customer expectations for the scope of this project. 

 

Table 1: sUAS CAS Levels of Success 

Success 

Level 
Success Level Definition 

1 

sUAS CAS must sense and report presence of the sUAS in a simulated manned aircraft encounter 

cone (MAEC) defining the volume within which collision is probable. The simulated manned aircraft 

will be a ground vehicle with scaled velocity that will approach the moving, initially ground-based 

CAS. MAEC size is defined by vehicle velocities and must be reduced in size from the current by a 

factor of 1000 as determined by closing time and time necessary for evasion maneuvers. Testing will 

be deemed successful when the CAS accurately indicates via telemetry sUAS presence in a simulated 

MAEC during non-flight testing. 

2 

sUAS CAS must comply with success level 1 AND facilitate avoidance of collision with a simulated 

manned aircraft by interrupting the sUAS autopilot and initiating a tight diving spiral to the ground. 

Testing will be deemed successful when CAS is shown to maintain deflection of sUAS control 

surfaces during ground-level simulation for an appropriate duration to ground the sUAS. The 

necessary duration for deflection will be determined based on sUAS velocity, the desired spiral 

geometry, and typical sUAS flight altitude. 

3 

sUAS CAS must comply with success level 1 AND facilitate avoidance of collision with a simulated 

manned aircraft by exiting the MAEC and then returning the sUAS to its original heading. Testing will 

be deemed successful when the CAS first deflects appropriate sUAS control surfaces during ground-

level simulation, and then instigates full avoidance and returns the sUAS to its initial heading during 

flight testing. The simulated manned aircraft for flight testing will be an elevated body that the CAS 

will read as a moving body. 

 

1.3. Concept of Operations (CONOPS) 

Fig. 1 provides a high level CONOPS definition of both the problem geometry for and basic operational 

elements of the sUAS CAS as pertains to both preexisting aircraft (A/C) and sUAS componentry and sUAS CAS 

specific componentry. The stages of the CONOPS parallel functional requirements provided by the customer and 

represent all elements deemed necessary for full completion of the sUAS CAS project. The functional requirements 

expressed in the CONOPS are as follows: 

a) sUAS CAS must be able to automatically detect pending collision with a manned A/C. 

b) sUAS CAS must be able to automatically initiate maneuvers to avoid colliision with a manned A/C. 

c) sUAS CAS must either downlink or save telemetry data for any avoidance maneuvers carried out. 

d) sUAS CAS must focus first on avoiding collision but should have secondary goals of sUAS preservation 

and resumation of pre-avoidance maneuver flight activities. 
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Fig. 1: sUAS CAS Concept of Operations 

 

1.4. Functional Block Diagram (FBD) 

Fig. 2 provides a Functional Block Diagram which presents a higher granularity analysis of the appropriate 

platforms for CAS along with necessary communication paths and basic system functionality. 

 

 

Fig. 2: sUAS CAS Functional Block Diagram 
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2. Design Requirements 
2.1. Project Level Requirements 

 The sUAS CAS project level requirements serve to define the tall poles necessary for construction and 

implementation of the desired system. Project level requirements were based on customer inputs as well as desired 

levels of success and are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: sUAS CAS Project Level Requirements 

Requirement 

Number 
Requirement Text 

Requirement 

Driver 

Requirement 

Verification 

Method 

Child 

Requirements 

CAS-PRJ-001 

The CAS shall determine that the sUAS is 

in the encounter cone of a manned A/C 

based on reception of a signal broadcast 

by a manned A/C in order to reduce the 

volume of the MAEC by a factor of 1000. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Test 

CAS-SYS-001 

CAS-SYS-002 

CAS-PRJ-002 

The manned A/C mountable element of 

the CAS shall not interface with existing 

manned A/C components while 

maintaining the capability to indicate 

either the location and heading of the A/C 

or encounter cone boundaries. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Analysis CAS-SYS-003 

CAS-PRJ-003 

The CAS shall complete any sUAS 

maneuvers required to move the sUAS 

outside of the MAEC while placing 

primary focus on avoidance and secondary 

focus on preservation of the sUAS. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Test 

CAS-SYS-004 

CAS-SYS-005 

CAS-PRJ-004 

The sUAS elements of the CAS shall have 

minimal impact on existing sUAS 

componentry. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Observation 

CAS-SYS-006 

CAS-SYS-007 

CAS-SYS-008 

CAS-PRJ-005 

Telemetry data for the sUAS shall be 

collected and downlinked or saved for 

later download for any collision avoidance 

maneuvers 

Customer 

Requirement 
Test 

CAS-SYS-009 

CAS-SYS-010 

CAS-PRJ-006 

CAS requirements shall be validated with 

real world testing comprised of any or all 

of the following: 

  a)  Ground testing of standalone CAS 

components to verify accurate indication 

of presence in the encounter cone 

  b)  Integration of CAS on programmable 

ground-level robots to simulate collision 

and avoidance scenarios and demonstrate 

CAS functionality 

  c)  Integration of CAS on target sUAS 

and a stationary object such as a weather 

balloon to demonstrate CAS functionality 

during flight. 

  d)  Interface of CAS and sUAS autopilot 

Customer 

Requirement 
Test 

CAS-SYS-011 

CAS-SYS-012 

CAS-SYS-013 
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Requirement 

Number 
Requirement Text 

Requirement 

Driver 

Requirement 

Verification 

Method 

Child 

Requirements 

CAS-PRJ-007 

Computer models shall be developed for 

any or all of the following: 

  a)  Indication by CAS of presence in 

MAEC 

  b)  Behavior of sUAS during avoidance 

maneuvers 

  c)  Influence of physical CAS integration 

on sUAS flight performance 

  d)  Interface of CAS and sUAS autopilot 

  e)  MAEC dimensions before and after 

CAS implementation 

Customer 

Requirement 
Test 

CAS-SYS-014 

CAS-SYS-015 

CAS-PRJ-008 

The CAS elements desiged for both the 

manned A/C and sUAS platforms shall be 

mass reproducible for less than $100. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Analysis CAS-SYS-016 

 

2.2. System Level Requirements 

 The sUAS CAS system level requirements better define and expand on project level requirements to allow 

for preliminary design and specific low-level consideration of system needs from a design standpoint. System level 

requirements were derived based on interaction with the customer, team analysis of high-level project needs, and 

considerations for regulations regarding validation testing for the system. sUAS CAS System level requirements are 

presented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: sUAS CAS System Level Requirements 

Requirement 

Number 
Requirement Text 

Requirement 

Driver 

Requirement 

Verification 

Method 

Parent 

Requirements 

CAS-SYS-001 

The initial volume of the MAEC for the 

manned A/C shall extend 2km in front 

of the manned A/C at an angle defined 

by the expected velocities for both the 

sUAS and manned A/C 

Customer 

Requirement 
Test CAS-PRJ-001 

CAS-SYS-002 

The post-sUAS CAS volume of the 

MAEC shall be determined by the 

expected velocities of the sUAS and 

manned A/C along with the time 

necessary for the sUAS to leave the 

MAEC at a typical velocity. 

Team 

Analysis 
Test CAS-PRJ-001 

CAS-SYS-003 

The manned A/C mountable element of 

the CAS shall not impact the 

functionality of any manned A/C HW or 

communications systems. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Analysis CAS-PRJ-002 

CAS-SYS-004 

All avoidance maneuvers implemented 

by the CAS shall comply with 

applicable FAA guidelines for sUAS 

operation. 

Government 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-003 
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Requirement 

Number 
Requirement Text 

Requirement 

Driver 

Requirement 

Verification 

Method 

Parent 

Requirements 

CAS-SYS-005 

All avoidance maneuvers implemented 

by the CAS shall aim for recoverability 

of sUAS flight after mitigation of the 

collision situation. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Test CAS-PRJ-003 

CAS-SYS-006 
The sUAS elements of the CAS shall 

have a mass of less than 100g. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-004 

CAS-SYS-007 
The sUAS elements of the CAS shall 

draw no more than 2.5W of power. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-004 

CAS-SYS-008 
sUAS development shall promote ease 

of implementation. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-004 

CAS-SYS-009 

Telemetry data for any collision 

avoidance maneuvers shall be 

downlinked and saved on the existing 

sUAS telemetry stream. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Test CAS-PRJ-005 

CAS-SYS-010 

Telemetry data for any collision 

avoidance maneuvers shall be uniquely 

recorded for a period beginning one (1) 

maneuver duration before the maneuver 

start time and extending one (1) 

maneuver duration beyond the maneuver 

end time. 

Team 

Analysis 
Test CAS-PRJ-005 

CAS-SYS-011 
CAS requirement verification test 

procedures shall be fully documented. 

Project 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-006 

CAS-SYS-012 

All CAS requirement verification tests 

shall be fully repeated for a minimum of 

3 iterations. 

Project 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-006 

CAS-SYS-013 

When necessary, all CAS requirement 

verification tests shall comply with FAA 

regulations applicable to the operation 

of sUASs for research purposes. 

Government 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-006 

CAS-SYS-014 

The methodology and assumptions made 

for all CAS computer models shall be 

fully documented. 

Project 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-007 

CAS-SYS-015 

Sensitivity analysis shall be carried out 

in conjunction with all CAS computer 

models. 

Project 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-007 

CAS-SYS-016 

The CAS elements for both the manned 

A/C and sUAS platforms shall be 

demonstrably reproducible for $100 +/- 

10% based on manufacturer input. 

Customer 

Requirement 
Observation CAS-PRJ-008 

 

 

3. Key Design Options Considered (KDOCs) 
 For the purposes of trade study analysis, the sUAS CAS was broken into two subsystems (sensing and 

avoidance) to allow for in-depth analysis of the critical design decisions surrounding project success. For each 
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subsystem, four design options were chosen based on team research and then further research was carried out to 

characterize each system against project needs and requirements. The analysis carried out during the KDOC phase 

was used directly in conjunction with trade study analysis to determine the final system baseline design. 

3.1. sUAS CAS Sensing Subsystem 
 Based on research, four KDOCs were selected for the sUAS CAS sensing subsystem and broken into two 

categories: cooperative and non-cooperative sensing. Cooperative sensing systems employ HW on both the manned 

A/C and sUAS while non-cooperative systems rely only on sUAS-mounted HW. A graphical summary of the 

KDOCs considered for the sUAS CAS sensing subsystem can be found in Fig. 3 

 

Fig. 3: Summary of KDOCs for sUAS CAS Sensing Subsystem 

3.1.1. Infrared Electro-Optical (IREO) 

 Infrared Electro-Optical (IREO) detection methodology for CAS implementation employs multiple infrared 

cameras mounted on the sUAS in conjunction with SW-based algorithmic decision-making to determine impending 

collisions and initiate avoidance. Such a system yields a theoretical improvement over non-IR based EO systems [1] 

while maintaining the significant benefit of a non-cooperative system, which allows for no manned A/C 

components. Additionally, an IREO system allows for arbitrary sizing of the manned A/C encounter area because 

additional cameras can be added and the algorithm modified to allow for increased detection areas.  

 Despite the notable benefits of an IREO system, there are also significant drawbacks which center on ease 

of implementation, cost, and weight budgets. The smallest readily available IR cameras are golf ball sized, weigh 

approximately 35 grams, draw around 1W of power, and cost roughly $5000. While obviously exceeding the budget 

constraints of this project, such cameras also provide less than 1 megapixel of resolution, significantly limiting their 

range and accuracy. System accuracy and pricing could be improved with larger cameras, but the weight and power 

constraints of the system would suffer, thus making an IREO system heavily dependent on tradeoffs between pricing 

and practicality. IREO systems also have historically poor performance [1] and require significant and complex SW 

which both degrades the simplicity of the system and increases the possibilities of error and failure. A pro-con 

summary for IREO CAS solutions can be found in Table 4. 
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Fig. 4: Basic Functionality of an IREO System 

Table 4: Pros and Cons for IREO Sensing Subsystem 

Description Pro Con System Needs Considered 

Requires no manned A/C component X  
CAS-PRJ-002 

CAS-SYS-004 

Allows for Arbitrarily large field of view X  CAS-PRJ-001 

Requires no signal broadcast X  Potential FAA Regulatory Limitations 

High mass impact on sUAS system  X 
CAS-PRJ-004 

CAS-SYS-007 

Expensive   X 
CAS-PRJ-008 

CAS-PRJ-017 

Difficult to implement  X 
CAS-PRJ-004 

CAS-SYS-009 

Shown to be inaccurate  X CAS-SYS-003 

Has Poor Range  X CAS-SYS-001 

 

3.1.2. GPS with Pressure Altitude 

 This concept is a Global Positioning System (GPS) that uses two GPS systems, one on the manned aircraft 

and one on the sUAS. The manned aircraft GPS (A/C-GPS) would contain a small GPS unit (< 100g) that would 

easily mount in the cockpit away from the main aircraft flight controls. Accompanying the A/C-GPS unit would be 

an accompanying transmitter capable of transmitting the manned aircraft’s current (x,y,z) position, orientation, and 

(u,v,w) velocity beyond 2 km to be received by the sUAS. The A/C-GPS unit would be powered by an external 

power supply such as a battery unit with an indication light for when it is on and operational. The second GPS 

utilized in this system would include the internal GPS (sGPS) unit located within the sUAS’s autopilot suite (many 

commercial sUAS autopilot systems include an internal GPS unit to aide in navigation). The CAS system would 

communicate with the sGPS unit through the use of a microcontroller and a data link. Due to inherent height (z-axis, 

altitude) inaccuracies in GPS units, the microcontroller would also communicate with the sUAS autopilot’s 

pressure/altimeter sensor to achieve higher fidelity data for the sUAS’s altitude.  The microcontroller would then 

include a receiver system to receive the telemetry being transmitted by the A/C-GPS unit and would be powered by 
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either the onboard sUAS batteries or batteries included in the CAS. After the CAS receives telemetry from the A/C-

GPS unit, onboard software would then calculate the MAEC between both aircraft and determine if an avoidance 

maneuver is necessary to prevent collision. 

 
Fig. 5: Basic Functionality for GPS Sensing Subsystem 

Table 5: Pros and Cons for GPS Sensing Subsystem 

Description Pro Con System Needs Considered 

Low cost GPS units are proven and used on 

many remote/autopilot controlled aircraft 
X  

CAS-PRJ-008 

CAS-SYS-017 

Small A/C-GPS unit has low impact on 

manned aircraft, easy to place inside 

cockpit 

X  CAS-PRJ-002 

sGPS utilizes internal GPS unit already 

present on sUAS 
X  CAS-PRJ-004 

Transmitter on A/C-GPS unit must be 

capable of broadcasting telemetry a 

minimum of 2 km 

 X CAS-SYS-001 

Receiver and microcontroller placement on 

sUAS could affect flight characteristics 
 X CAS-PRJ-004 

Need additional power source for CAS on 

the sUAS or have little impact drawing 

power from sUAS batteries 

 X CAS-SYS-008 

 

3.1.3. Transceiver and Receiver 

 One of the key sensing design options that was considered for the sUAS project was a system of 

communication between a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) altitude encoding transponder and an ADS-B receiver 

for detection of the manned aircraft by the sUAS system. The design concept would integrate a very small, 

completely independent (<150g) altitude encoding transponder packaged with a power source into the manned A/C. 

This would have minimal impact on the pilot, as it would only require the pilot to turn the system on. The 

transponder would then communicate with a small (<120g) ADS-B receiver integrated to a microcontroller on the 

sUAS system. The ADS-B receiver would listen for a transponder identification signal while the sUAS system was 

in flight and, when a transponder was detected, the system would interrogate the transponder for position 

(coordinates, altitude, and heading) data at a specified time interval. The microcontroller would then process the data 

and compare it to the on-board GPS data to calculate the distance between the two aircraft. If the sUAS were within 

the MAEC based on the distance calculation, it would take appropriate action to avoid a collision with the manned 

aircraft.  
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This sensing method has some advantages and disadvantages based on the capabilities of current 

transponder/ADS-B systems that could be integrated onto the manned A/C and sUAS system. These are listed in 6. 

 

Table 6: Pros and Cons for Transponder/ADS-B Sensing Subsystem 

Description Pro Con System Needs Considered 

Proven Technology X   

High accurate with low power consumption 

(about 3 watts) 
X  CAS-SYS-003 

Easily integrated with manned A/C  X  CAS-PRJ-004 

Excellent Range X  CAS-SYS-001 

DO-144A Certified Standard X   

COTS system could be difficult to integrate 

with custom sUAS CAS HW and SW 
 X CAS-PRJ-004 

Expensive  X 
CAS-PRJ-008 

CAS-SYS-017 

Heavy for sUAS CAS application (between 

100g and 200g for receiver alone) 
 X CAS-SYS-007 

Size Inefficient  X CAS-PRJ-004 

Proprietary technology could make 

obtaining documentation difficult 
 X  

 

 Based on these advantages and disadvantages, an analysis in the key design solution trade study will need 

to be conducted to see if this is the most viable option for the sUAS system. Fig. 6 illustrates a high level overview 

of the design concept. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6: Basic Functionality for Transponder/ADS-B Receiver Sensing Subsystem 
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3.1.4. LiDAR 

 LiDAR, (Light Detection And Ranging), is a method of remote sensing that utilizes laser pulses to measure 

distances. LiDAR systems emit laser bursts that reflect of objects and return to the sensor. The system then 

calculates the time between the transmission and reception of the laser signal and determines the distance between 

the emitter and the reflected object. Often, enough signals are produced that a three-dimensional model can be 

generated of the measured space. LiDAR is frequently used in the aerospace industry to complete tasks ranging from 

mapping and topography to storm surge modeling [3]. For this project, a LiDAR system would map the volume 

around the sUAS. The measurements taken by the LiDAR could then determine if there was a manned aircraft in the 

same airspace as the sUAS. After repeated distance measurements of the manned aircraft position, heading, and 

speed would be calculated. This information would be used in conjunction with the position, heading, and speed of 

the sUAS to determine if there is a threat of collision. 

 

Table 7: Pros and Cons for LiDAR Sensing Subsystem 

Description Pro Con System Needs Considered 

Excellent Detail (up to 700,000Hz [2]) X  CAS-SYS-003 

360° field of view from one sensor [2] X   

Non-cooperative X  CAS-SYS-004 

Heavy (small UAS LiDAR systems like the 

one pictured weight nearly 10kg [2]) 
 X CAS-SYS-007 

Poor Range (70 m for small systems [2])  X CAS-SYS-001 

High Power Consumption (on a low setting 

uses 10W [2]) 
 X CAS-SYS-008 

Expensive (cheapest is $450
 
[2])  X 

CAS-SYS-017 

CAS-PRJ-008 

 

 

Fig. 7: Basic Functionality for LiDAR Sensing Subsystem 

 

 

 

Laser light emitted from 

LiDAR system 

Laser bounces off of manned aircraft and returns 

to the LiDAR sensor. The time between signal 

transmission and reception is measured to 

calculate the distance between sUAS and manned 

aircraft 
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3.2. sUAS CAS Avoidance Subsystem 

 Based on research, four KDOCs were selected for the sUAS CAS avoidance subsystem and broken into 

two categories: autopilot bypass and autopilot interface. Autopilot bypass systems completely bypass the sUAS 

autopilot to initiate avoidance while autopilot interface systems communicate with the sUAS autopilot to initiate 

avoidance. A graphical summary of the KDOCs considered for the sUAS CAS avoidance subsystem can be found in 

Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8: Summary of KDOCs for sUAS CAS Avoidance Subsystem 

3.2.1. Direct Servo Control 

 In the direct servo control design solution, the autopilot is bypassed entirely when the sUAS senses that it is 

within the MAEC, and direct control of the control surfaces is given to the microcontroller. The microcontroller then 

deflects the control surfaces to induce a tight downward spiral until the sUAS is no longer in the MAEC. Upon 

sensing that the sUAS is no longer within the MAEC, direct access to the control surfaces is returned to the 

autopilot. This solution would consist of a microcontroller, as well as a power regulating circuit or circuits to 

provide the necessary power to the servos. The main benefit of directly controlling the servos is sUAS platform 

independence, because it removes the specifics introduced to the system by the particular autopilot. This means that 

less custom HW and SW would be required for each sUAS. However, because this solution requires circuitry to 

control the servos, it will cost more than the solutions that interface with the autopilot because they do not require 

this circuitry. This circuitry would also complicate the implementation of the avoidance system because it would 

require access to more of the inherent sUAS circuitry and increase the power draw of the sUAS, so it would have a 

larger effect on the existing sUAS component. The main con to this solution is the post maneuver recoverability of 

the sUAS because it would be more difficult to characterize than other solutions. This is due to the fact that 

removing control from the autopilot and then altering the flight path may cause the autopilot to over-compensate 

upon regaining control of the servos.  
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Fig. 9: Basic Functionality for Direct Servo Control Avoidance System 

Table 8: Pros and Cons for Direct Servo Control Avoidance Subsystem 

Description Pro Con System Needs Considered 

sUAS Platform Independence X  
Potential for Practicality beyond Proof of 

Concept 

Interface with Existing sUAS circuitry 

could be difficult 
 X CAS-SYS-009 

Expensive  X 
CAS-PRJ-008 

CAS-SYS-017 

Power Draw on sUAS  X 
CAS-PRJ-004 

CAS-SYS-008 

Post Maneuver Recoverability  X CAS-SYS-006 

 

3.2.2. Flight Termination Mode 

 When the sensor system onboard the sUAS indicates proximity to a foreign aircraft, the microcontroller 

will set a data pin output, connected to a digital input on the autopilot, to “high”, meant as a logical 1 indicating 

traffic. This logical high will trigger a descent mode, which here is described as a tight spiral descent that brings the 

aircraft to the ground at 10 m/s in geopotential height, or pressure altitude. As the sUAS descends, the 

microcontroller will wait for the detection system to determine when the sUAS has left the MAEC. This action is 

performed continuously as the sUAS descends through the MAEC and into clear airspace. Once the sensing system 

has determined that the sUAS is out of the conflict zone, the data pin will be triggered to read “low”, or a logical 

zero, indicating safe progression. The greatest advantage of this design is that the flight termination mode is already 

a feature of the autopilot to be used and is currently triggered by any one of several errors possible in the flight 

system. As such, it will be a relatively simple matter to add a toggle for the descent mode based on the 

microcontroller outputs and sensing system. Alternatively, the greatest hindrance to this design is the necessity to 

recalculate the heading and flight path after control has been returned to the autopilot. The flight termination mode is 

a clear frontrunner for the design objective based on the current integration of the mode and the likelihood of UAS 

safety upon completion of evasive maneuvers. 
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Fig. 10: Basic Functionality for Flight Termination Mode Avoidance Subsystem 

 

Table 9: Pros and Cons for Flight Termination Mode Avoidance Subsystem 

Description Pro Con System Needs Considered 

Already an option on existing autopilot X  CAS-SYS-009 

Brings sUAS down quickly with minimal 

path volume 
X  CAS-PRJ-003 

Meant to return control back to autopilot 

and retain original flight path 
X  CAS-SYS-006 

Minimize additional components on 

airframe 
X  CAS-SYS-009 

Not relatively power-intensive as compared 

to stock autopilot setup 
X  CAS-SYS-008 

When control returned back to autopilot, 

must recalculate heading 
 X CAS-SYS-006 

Link to servos through autopilot increases 

data transmission time and complexity 
 X CAS-SYS-009 

High probability of crash if spiral initiated 

close too ground 
 X CAS-SYS-006 

 

3.2.3. Waypoint Navigation 

 This mode is most effective when implemented in conjunction with a GPS sensing system. Under this 

avoidance method, a microcontroller will tap the autopilot UART line to “listen” to GPS and pressure altitude data. 

Upon detection of an incoming aircraft, the microcontroller will calculate GPS navigation waypoints to quickly 

guide the aircraft out of the collision cone. Waypoints will be calculated based on preprogrammed maneuvers, 

providing the UAS with current location +x, +y points. Upon completion of the avoidance maneuver, the UAS will 

return to its original flight path. The avoidance microcontroller will send these navigation points to the autopilot 

using an SPI interface, or whichever available data bus is most effective.  
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Fig. 11: Basic Functionality for Waypoint Navigation Avoidance Subsystem 

 

Fig. 12: Block Diagram for Waypoint Navigation Avoidance Subsystem 

Table 10: Pros and Cons for Waypoint Navigation Avoidance Subsystem 

Description Pro Con System Needs Considered 

Does not interrupt autopilot operation, 

allowing smooth return to original flight 

path 

X  CAS-SYS-006 

Not power intensive X  CAS-SYS-008 

Flexible maneuver paths X  
CAS-SYS-006 

CAS-PRJ-003 

Adaptable to other autopilots X  CAS-SYS-009 

Computationally intensive  X  

Requires high amounts of data exchange 

between avoidance microcontroller and 

autopilot 

 X  

Complex compared to other methods  X CAS-PRJ-004 

 

3.2.4. Cut Power 

 As per the requirements of the system, the sUAS will be designed to autonomously avoid a collision with a 

sensed manned aircraft.  Once the sensing system has accurately determined the sUAS is within the projected 

MAEC, the sUAS will be required to execute an appropriate maneuver to avoid collision. More specifically, the 

system will be designed such that the onboard microcontroller will immediately cut the power to the sUAS’s servos, 

ultimately rendering the propulsion system, control surfaces, and autopilot unable to perform their respective 
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functions.  In this method of avoidance, the fundamental concept of avoiding the manned aircraft is the primary 

focus.  By eliminating the aircraft propulsion system and the ability to generate a response from the control surfaces, 

the sUAS will lose the ability to sustain lift, thus effectively becoming a glider given its current flight conditions 

granted there is no stall or an uncontrolled spin.  The intention of this avoidance method is that regardless of the 

descent scenario provided by the sUAS’s current flight conditions at the time of termination, cutting the power will 

provide the fastest exit from the MAEC.  Additionally, this method would provide the most inexpensive solution and 

would not require new components or provide any added mass.  Thhis concept poses potential issues when not 

considering the sUAS’s location in the cone at the time of termination.  For instance, a sUAS terminating flight at 

the top of the MAEC could result in the sUAS gliding directly into the manned aircraft below.   Moreover, this 

solution poses further potential issues when considering the sUAS’s inability to recover from the terminated flight 

conditions.  Namely, the sUAS will inevitably come in contact with the ground and most likely leave the sUAS 

inoperable afterwards.  Finally, the sUAS can potentially cause damage to surrounding areas and persons with the 

absence of a system to provide flight recovery.  

 

 
Fig. 13: Basic Functionality for Cut Power Option of Avoidance Subsystem 

 

Table 11: Pros and Cons for Cut Power Avoidance Subsystem 

Description Pro Con System Needs Considered 

No new components X  CAS-PRJ-004 

Cost effective  X  
CAS-PRJ-008 

CAS-SYS-017 

No added mass X  
CAS-SYS-007 

CAS-PRJ-004 

Low power X  CAS-SYS-008 

CAS dependent on sUAS location in 

MAEC at the time of terminating the flight  
 X CAS-PRJ-003 

sUAS Flight cannot be recovered  X  

sUAS will incur damage upon establishing  

contact with the ground or surrounding 

objects 

 X  

sUAS may cause collateral damage upon 

establishing 0 ft AGL 
 X  
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4. Trade Study Process and Results 
4.1. sUAS CAS Sensing Subsystem 

The trade study process for the sensing portion of the sUAS project is very important in order to properly 

narrow down the sensing options that could fulfill the project requirements. 

 The sensing options that were analyzed included LiDAR sensing, GPS/Pressure Sensor communication, 

thermal imaging, and a transponder/ADS-B receiver system.  The four solutions were evaluated based off of the 

critical project elements, such as range, accuracy, field of view, ease of implementation, weight, and power 

consumption. These values were weighted appropriately between 1 and 10 based on their importance to the design. 

Importance values were chosen based on a subjective comparison between the characteristic and baseline success of 

the project. For instance, high detection accuracy is vital for the project to be successful so it was weighted at 9, 

while cost is a requirement but not as critical for mission success so it was weighted 2. Each solution was then given 

a rating for each category on a scale of 1-10 (1 being the worst, 10 being the best). These numbers were chosen 

based on how one option related to the requirements relative to the other options. The cost of the LiDAR sensor is 

$450, which is significantly greater than the required cost of under $100. Thus, it scored a 1, while the GPS option 

scored a 9 because they can be as cheap as $5. The scores were then multiplied by the normalized category weights 

and added to give an overall percentage score to each solution. Using this trade study analysis methodology, the 

option with the highest overall score was determined to be the best solution for the project. Each member of the 

sensing research team did the trade study independently and the results were then discussed until a suitable final 

trade study could be made, incorporating each group member’s inputs and analysis. The resulting trade study is 

shown in Table 12. 

 

Table 12: Summary of Sensing Subsystem Trade Study 

 
 

Table 13: Weights for Sensing Subsystem Trade Study 

Desired Trait Weight 
Raw 

Weight 

System Range 0.15 
8 

Field of View 0.09 
5 

Ranging Accuracy 0.16 
9 

Ease of 
Implementation 

0.11 
6 
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Desired Trait Weight 
Raw 

Weight 

sUAS Mass Budget 0.13 
7 

sUAS Power 
Budget 

0.09 
5 

Impact on 
Manned Platform 

0.07 
4 

Detection 
Accuracy 

0.16 
9 

Cost 0.04 
2 

 

 From the scores shown above, the GPS and pressure sensor sensing solution came out to be the best fit for 

the scope of this project. It scored the highest in a majority of the categories. 

 

4.2. sUAS CAS Avoidance Subsystem 

When conducting the trade study, the Kepner-Tregoe method was chosen to analyze the advantages and 

disadvantages of the various methods of avoidance.  The weighted characteristics of the trade study were chosen 

based on desired traits of the avoidance system.  The characteristics chosen to conduct the trade study were ease of 

implementation of the system, impact on existing sUAS components, post-maneuver recoverability, sUAS platform 

independence, cost, and power.  One of the most heavily weighted traits used for trade study analysis was the ease 

with which the CAS avoidance subsystem can be implemented while an equally important trait used for design 

considerations was the impact the avoidance subsystem has on existing sUAS components, therefore both received a 

weight of 7 out of 10.  The remaining traits considered were weighted lower because they were deemed to have a 

lesser impact on the critical design requirements.  Namely, the post-maneuver recoverability was weighted at 4 out 

of 10.  The post-maneuver recoverability of the system is not a design requirement, but rather a design level of 

success and would be considered essential to an ideal avoidance scenario if achieved.  The system’s ability to be 

platform independent was weighted similarly to the post-maneuver recoverability.  Ideally, the system would require 

minimal custom HW and SW for different sUAS platforms, however, the requirements for baseline success do not 

state the necessity of being platform independent.  For this reason sUAS platform independence received a weight of 

3 out of 10.  Cost, while a requirement from the customer, received a weight of 3 out of 10 because it stipulates that 

the finalized commercial product shall be produced to meet the cost requirement, not the initial proof of concept. 

Finally, power also received a weight of 3, because it is a requirement, however none of the design options 

considered would require drastically varying amounts of power, so it was determined that more importance be 

placed on the ease of implementation and affect on existing sUAS components categories. Tables 13 and 14 show 

the results of the trade study performed and the weights used in the trade study, respectively. 
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Table 14: Summary of Avoidance Subsystem Trade Study 

 

Table 15: Weights for Avoidance Subsystem Trade Study 

Desired Trait Weight Raw Weight 

Ease of 
Implementation 0.26 

7 
Impact on Existing 
sUAS components 0.26 

7 
sUAS platform 
Independence 0.11 

3 
Post-Maneuver 
Recoverability 0.15 

4 
Cost 

0.11 
3 

Power 0.11 3 
 

5. Selection of Baseline Design 
5.1. sUAS CAS Sensing Subsystem 

 The trade studies performed in Section 5 supports the use of the GPS transmitter and receiver as the 

frontrunner for the sensing system. This design requires a collaboration between the GPS units on both the manned 

aircraft and sUAS. The GPS unit on the manned aircraft will have the capacity to transmit the aircraft’s position and 

velocity in three-dimensional space, so that the sUAS GPS is able to pick up the signal and determine if the sUAS is 

located within the MAEC or without. To improve the accuracy of the GPS, a microcontroller will communicate 

between the GPS and a pressure sensor/altimeter to determine the correct elevation of the sUAS and manned aircraft 

based on the measured geopotential height, or pressure altitude. This system will send direct signals to the avoidance 

portion of the sUAS CAS to instigate proper evasive maneuvers. 

 The GPS transmitter and receiver was given the highest weights of all design choices in all but three 

categories of the corresponding trade study. Most importantly, the GPS method is expected to demonstrate the 

largest field of view and system range of the choices, and is expected to have the greatest ease of implementation 

during installation and system correspondence. This method is particularly attractive because the sUAS on which the 

CAS is to be installed already utilizes a GPS unit to control its autopilot. It will then be a simple matter to tailor the 

current behavior of the existing GPS to the design problem faced here. The primary downfall of this method is the 

impact on the manned platform, in that this design route would require hardware on the manned aircraft to operate, 

whereas the LiDAR and thermal imaging choices would require no hardware external to the sUAS. 
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 The transponder and ADS-B receiver system scored similarly to the GPS method during the trade study, 

but was ultimately defeated across the spectrum based on its lower-rated ease of implementation, non-ideal impact 

on the UAS platform, and cost. The ease of implementation and UAS platform impact ratings are direct products of 

the additional hardware necessary to implement this system. Alternatively, these are the two design facets that 

support the use of the GPS; the GPS system already installed on the sUAS diminishes the need for extra hardware 

and invasive installation on the existing hardware. 

 The GPS transmitter and receiver method has been established as the top choice by the trade studies 

performed here and is easily implemented with the GPS-based avoidance system, justified below. 

 

5.2. sUAS CAS Avoidance Subsystem 

 Based on the trade studies performed in Section 5, the most obvious design choice is the use of the 

emergency descent, or flight termination, mode. This avoidance scheme requires the development of microcontroller 

that will piggyback on the existing sUAS GPS navigation and sensing system, waiting for the system to register the 

presence of the sUAS in a MAEC. A digital logic “1” will be sent to the autopilot, thereby triggering the descent 

mode, which is to be a tight spiral that takes the sUAS towards the ground at 10 m/s in geopotential height. Once the 

sUAS is out of the MAEC, the data pin will trigger the autopilot with a digital logic “0”, and the sUAS will 

recalculate its position and direction of travel, returning to its original heading and continuing on its mission. 

 The emergency descent mode is considered the best design option because of the assumed ease of 

implementation, the minimal impact on existing sUAS components, and post-maneuver recoverability. In the 

categories with the highest magnitude weights, the flight termination mode outranked or matched the scores of the 

other KDOCs, thus helping to nullify its weaknesses in less important areas. By using the existing GPS and 

emergency spiral, there will be few extra components needed for this design, so the most complex portion of 

implementation will be the linkages between the existing and the new. The GPS usage will also allow the sUAS 

componentry to recalculate the desired heading and regain the original flight path, thereby ensuring the vehicle can 

continue its original mission; both the direct servo control and power cut options would send the vehicle straight to 

the ground. Compared to the other design choices, the emergency descent mode has lower impact on the existing 

sUAS components, allowing the existing autopilot configuration to function as it normally would whenever the 

vehicle is not in a MAEC. 

 The waypoint navigator showed similar merit based on the trade studies, but was deemed much more 

difficult to implement than the emergency descent mode. The waypoint-based design would require the autopilot 

GPS to calculate a waypoint outside of the MAEC every time the sensing system recognized the presence of a 

manned aircraft. This course of action would introduce the complexity of calculating waypoints in-air, with a strong 

probability that the action would require several recalculations before the sUAS was clear of the MAEC. 

Additionally, the evasive course that the sUAS would take out of the MAEC would be unpredictable prior to the 

action, while the emergency descent mode would follow a predictable downward spiral that would minimize the air 

space required for the maneuver. 

 Ultimately, the emergency descent mode is regarded here as the most plausible design choice for the 

avoidance portion of the sUAS CAS presented here. 
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Table 1: Glossary of Acronyms 

Acronym or Term Definition 

A/C Aircraft 

A/C-GPS Manned Aircraft Global Positioning System 

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast 

AFRL Air Force Research Laboratory 

CAS Collision Avoidance System 

CONOPS Concept of Operations 

COTS Consumer Off The Shelf 

FAA Federal Aviation Administration (United States) 

FAR Federal Aviation Regulation 

FBD Functional Block Diagram 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HW Hardware 

IR Infrared 

IREO Infrared Electro-Optical 

KDOC Key Design Option Considered 

LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging 

MAEC Manned Aircraft Encounter Cone 

sGPS sUAS Global Positioning System 

sUAS Small Unmanned Aerial System 

SW Software 

UAS Unmanned Aerial System 

WASLA-HALE 
Weitreichendes Abbildendes Signalerfassendes Luftgestütztes Aufklärungssystem – High 

Altitude Long Endurance 

 


